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The woman in this picture is
wearing …… .

a brown jacket
a problem
a map
a bag

John is in the bathroom. He's
having a …… .

sweater
shower
painting
water

3

Tom must …… up. He's late
for school!

find
run
hurry
work

4

In a city, an open area like
this is called a …… . There
are buildings on all sides of it.

place
round
forest
square

Find the list of words you can
associate with this picture.

quiet, traffic, lights
advertisements, bright,
shows
signs, evening, empty
busy, fields, theatres

Look at all the …… plates!

dirty
clean
noisy
clever

We can see that no one did
…… after dinner.

the dishes
make tidy
the plates clean
any homework

1
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Find the list of things that you
normally find in a kitchen.

a storm, a fridge, a teapot
knives, pans, a wardrobe
flour, an oven, a sink
rice, a baker, oil

This text is from …… .

a website
a postcard
a local paper
a letter

How many people went on the
trip?

Twenty-two.
Twenty-four.
Ten.
Thirty-three.

The Avon is …… .

a place near Warwick
the name of a river
a famous monument
a small bus

Find the sentence that is
DEFINITELY true.

The trip was on a Saturday
in April.
The weather was better in
the afternoon than in the
morning.
Greg didn't take any photos
of the trip.
Greg is looking for people
who can take photos.
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I often …… lunch in the
school cafeteria.

eats
drink
have
is having
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We're …… to visit Ireland in
the summer.

going
went
want
can
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I was frightened because I
…… a spider in the bath.

can see
see
sent
saw

A lion is …… a mouse.

big as
bigger than
more dangerous
faster
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Would you …… ice cream
with your apple pie?

like a
want a
like some
to have
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If she takes her medicine
every day, she …… very
quickly.

will get better
going to feel better
is getting strong
feels much better
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…… is my favourite colour.

Grey
Read
Violin
Write
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The …… is part of a
computer.

building
watch
keyboard
chest
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What can you see in the
picture?

sugar, oranges, a cup
cornflakes, juice, a fork
sausages, a glass, milk
coffee, eggs, a spoon
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If you look …… this
telescope, you can see the
stars.

across
over
through
out of
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[AUDIO]

Listen. What's the word?

boot
but
bought
boat

[AUDIO]

Listen. The two words rhyme.
Find the two words that don't
rhyme.

try, high
eight, late
friend, send
low, how

Listen and complete this
“family” of words.

shout
frighten
enjoy
amuse

[AUDIO]

In the south.
In the east.
In the north.
In the west.

[AUDIO]

Edinburgh.
New York.
Dover.
Belfast.

[AUDIO]

The London Eye.
Big Ben.
Wembley Stadium.
The Tower of London.

[AUDIO]

The Submarine.
The Tunnel.
The Tube.
The Metro.

Listen. What can you say to
your friend?

"Be careful."
"Don't worry."
"I'm very sorry."
"Enjoy your trip."

[AUDIO]
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[AUDIO]
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[AUDIO]
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[AUDIO]
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[AUDIO]

[AUDIO]

[AUDIO]

Listen and find the right
message to write on the card.

“Well done.”
“Good luck.”
“Happy Easter.”
“Best wishes.”

[AUDIO]

“Turn it off!”
“Switch it on!”
“Put it out!”
“Close it down!”

Listen. What can you say to
the old man?

“Can you sit down?”
“Do you want to get off?”
“Please have my seat.”
“I can give you a hand.”

[AUDIO]

A television programme.
A bus.
The moon.
A friend's 16th birthday
party.

Listen and finish the man's
sentence.

“…I'd like to buy it, please.”
“…can I change it,
please?”
“…can I put it on?”
“…I need some money.”

What can you say about
Lucy?

Helen's mother knows her.
She doesn't go to Helen's
school.
She lives very near Helen.
She and Helen are old
friends.

Listen. What are they doing?

They're shopping on the
internet and want to pay.
They're in a car park and
want to leave.
They want to cross a street.
They want to go into a
museum.
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[AUDIO]

[AUDIO]

[AUDIO]

[AUDIO]
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[AUDIO]

Listen. Emma agrees with
Paul, so what can she say
now?

“Yes, I think.”
“I am too.”
“So do I.”
“That's mine too.”

Listen. What's the man's job?

A mechanic.
A dry cleaner.
A hairdresser.
An optician.

Listen and find the true
sentence.

Phil got 50% in his
chemistry exam.
Phil usually gets good marks
in chemistry and physics.
Phil's father is very angry
because of Phil's results.
Next term, Phil isn't going
to study science.

Listen. Find a title for this
“family” of words.

Holiday activities
Things to do in the snow
Home hobbies
Games and sports

“I'm sorry,” this woman is
saying. “The restaurant is full
…… tables left at all.”

booked. We haven't got any
of people. All the
up. There are no
up tonight. None of the

This is a road sign in the USA.
How far is it to Las Vegas?

Less than 19 kilometres.
About 10 kilometres.
More than 40 kilometres.
About 30 kilometres.

Listen and find the sentence
that certainly is NOT true.

Kevin's father is going to get
a nice surprise.
Kevin has got a birthday
present for his father.
Kevin is going to hide
something in a wardrobe.
Kevin and his mother want
to surprise someone.
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I …… the piano when my
phone rang, so I didn't hear it.

played
was playing
listened to
did play

